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XII  th  COMPUTER SCIENCE  
CREATIVITY QUESTION COLLECTION FOR VOL - II 

 

1. OBJECT ORIENTED CONCEPTS USING C++ 
1. What is the use of class? 
2. List out the advantages of OOP. 
3. How is polymorphism different from inheritance? 

 
2. OVERVIEW OF C++ 

1. Define C++ character set. 
Write a note on: Floating Point Constant, Character Constant 

2. What is the use of an operator? 
3. Define operand with example. 
4. What is the precedence of Relational operator over Arithmetic operators? 
5. Briefly explain increment and decrement operator with an example. 
6. Explain the mathematical operator precedence with an example. 
7. What is known as garbage? 
8. How the memory is allotted for each variable? 
9. What are the rules applied for variable names? 
10. What is the use of asterix? 

 
3. BASIC STATEMENTS 

1. Write a note on cin and cout. 
2. What is the use of preprocessor? 
3. What is the use of header files? 
4. What are the uses of insertion operator? 
5. if a>b  

cout<<”True”; 
Why it is an invalid construct? 

6. if(a>b); 
cout<<”Greater..”;else 
cout<<”Lesser..”; 
Why it is an invalid construct? 

7. What is the use of goto statement? 
 

FIVE MARK QUESTIONS  
1. Explain with an example  

i) Entry Controlled loop  
ii)  Entry Check Loop  
iii)  Exit check loop  

 
4. FUNCTIONS 

1. What information is provided by the prototype to the compiler? 
How to call a function?  Give example 

2. Define parameters  
3. What is the advantage and disadvantage of inline function? 

 
FIVE MARK QUESTIONS  

1. Explain inline function  with examples ? 
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5. STRUCTURED DATA TYPE – ARRAYS 

1. What are the rules applied for the subscript of an array? 
2. How many bytes required for an array int  a[8]? 
3. What does the following statements mean? 

i) cin>>number[4]; 
ii) number[3]++; 

4. List out some String manipulation function with its syntax and purpose. 
 

6. CLASSES AND OBJECTS 
1. Define Data abstraction. 
2. What is called Friend functions? 
3. How to call a member function without using dot operator? 
4. Memory space is not allotted for member function, why? 
5. Separate memory locations are allotted for the objects.  Why? 

 
7. POLYMORPHISM 

1. Write a note on integral promotions 
2. What are the processes involved in operator overloading? 

 
8. CONSTRUCTORS AND DESTRUCTORS 

1. What will happen in the absence of user defined destructor and constructor? 
 

9. INHERITANCE 
1. What are the steps involved in defining a derived class? 
2. What happens if a base class is inherited with public visibility mode? 
3. Is it possible to access the private members of the base class in the derived class, explain? 

 
10. IMPACT OF COMPUTERS ON SOCIETY 

1. How computers are used for personal? 
2. How has the software been developed in the area of Agriculture? 
3. What is the use of Internet? 

11. IT ENABLED SERVICES 
1. List out the areas covered by IT enabled services 
2. List out the range of ITES in data management category 
3. What is the use of Medical Transcription? 
4. What are the three main steps involved in Medical Transcription? 
5. What are the application areas of digital technology? 
6. List out the services provided by website. 
7. What are the benefits of digitization? 

12.  COMPUTER ETHICS 
1. What are the topics covered by Wiener’s book? 
2. Why computer ethics are needed? 
3. Why people tend to pirate? 
4. What are the disadvantages of portable computers and telecommuting? 
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